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Now in its 20th week, the strike against the big three platinum producers (Lonmin, Anglo Platinum, and Impala Platinum) have cost the companies approximately 20% of their combined 2013 revenue (15% of combined 2011 revenue). While the current strike may be costly, the industry has a long history of conflict, strikes, and safety issues that reflect a business model that remains as reliant on labor-heavy extraction methods as it was decades ago. Even in the event that the companies will reach a wage agreement in the near term, without structural changes the industry-wide South African labor situation will remain unstable given continued poverty, private debt issues, and uncompensated physical risks of the mining workforces; which may prompt continued labor strikes and future state intervention, creating great uncertainty for investors.

I joined our South Africa-based ESG team to visit several mining operations, including in the West Wits gold field, Bushveld platinum belt near Rustenburg, Cullinan diamond mine, and coal fields in eMalahleni, meeting both mining company representatives and community members to more closely evaluate the issues in the South African mining operations.

Many old South African gold mines in the West Rand of Johannesburg and platinum mines outside Rustenburg, where there have historically been labor issues, were designed during Apartheid years to utilize cheap migrant labor. Twenty years after the end of Apartheid, the basic labor model of the mines does not appear to have significantly changed. Most of the jobs in the industry remain low skilled manual labor in the absence of significant technological improvements in extraction methods; and the lowest paid jobs are often given to rock drill operators exposed to the most acute risks of rock falls. The circumstances have given rise to one of the highest rates of mining related fatalities in the world, and the ongoing strikes reflect the gap between the physical risks taken by the mineworkers and the compensation paid for taking those risks, with most living in continued poverty.
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These risks are exacerbated by the growing depths of the generations-old mines in South Africa, many of which are reaching ultra-deep levels (below 2.5 kilometers) underground. Deep mining can destabilize rock, and the close proximity and size of many of the mines contributes to regular seismic events which may trigger mine collapses\(^2,3\). While I was in the country, a seismic event at the Harmony Gold Doornkop mine on the outskirts of Johannesburg led to nine fatalities of mine workers. This and similar incidents at the company contributed to a 12 to 15% drop in production in the first quarter of 2014 compared to the preceding quarter\(^4\).

Across the mining sector, underground operations clearly correlate with fatality rates (figure 2). All mining presents hazards; but underground mines in particular have much higher safety risks than surface mines due to increased risks of roof collapse, fires, explosions, and poor air quality. Further, as the mines continue going deeper, temperatures and rock stress increase, making working conditions less hospitable (or costly to cool) and more dangerous.


Technological innovation may be needed to change this situation. One possible development that I saw firsthand was at an AngloGold Ashanti site visit.

### 2.7 Kilometer In-depth Analysis at the TauTona Anglogold Ashanti mine

I joined a team of investors and analysts on a tour of Anglogold Ashanti’s TauTona gold mine outside Johannesburg. With current operations at 3.9 kilometers underground, it is touted as the deepest mine in the world. Production began at TauTona in 1961, and it has since produced over 1,170 metric tons of gold (current market value of almost USD 49 billion) and contains a labyrinth of over 800 kilometers (500 miles) of tunnels. The company began employing a newly developed extraction method of reef boring (mechanical stoping as opposed to traditional drill and blast methods) and backfill support technology in 2014 with a goal of optimizing reef extraction, decreasing downstream processing, improving rock stability, and removing labor from the highest risk activities. In other words, the new technology, if proven, may improve both yield and safety.

The visit focused on a section of mine 2.7 kilometers underground that had been abandoned for 30 years due to safety risks that culminated in a high number of fatalities before closing. The new technology developed at Anglogold Ashanti has allowed extraction of the gold-bearing ore to begin again – following extraction of the ore, the company backfills the bore hole with a high density, quick drying material designed to mimic the compressive strength of the surrounding rock, potentially
limiting collapses going forward. While the company stated that the new technology is likely three to five years away from full deployment and even further away from being utilized at scale, the safety and yield gains could be substantial.

Future of South African Mining

The lower cost and efficient production could also provide higher paid jobs and prospects of upward economic mobility that may quell labor unrest in the long-term; however, higher technological operations may also trigger a major loss of low skilled jobs, a move that may be opposed by unions and the government. The loss of jobs would be especially costly in a country with deep economic inequality, unemployment around 25% and endemic issues of personal debt. However, as the current platinum strike shows, continuing with business models reliant on cheap labor may not be sustainable. The current strike has cost the big three platinum producers over USD 1.9 billion in combined revenue losses, and as mining represents 6% of direct GDP for South Africa and accounts for 60% of exports, the current strike correlated with significant value drops of the rand in 2014. It also cost mineworkers as much as ZAR 9 billion (USD 860 million) in lost wages since the strike began in January 2014. These factors are cited as major drivers of the contraction of the South African economy in the first quarter of 2014. Further, the lost wages and impacts on the economy prompted Moody’s to increase its non-performing loan forecasts across South Africa by nearly 14%. Up to 15% of mineworkers at Lonmin and Anglo Platinum lose a portion of their paycheck to garnishee orders, and few now are paying back their loans. This contributed to the 2014 first half loss of African Bank Investments, which has provided about a third of loans to Anglo Platinum workers. The bank stated that about 71% of its first half loss was due to its customers unable to repay loans. As an illustration of the low wages and personal debt issues of platinum mineworkers, many continued living in shantytowns and signing up for predatory loans with interest rates reaching 80% APR even after platinum producers increased worker wages by 22% in 2012 following strikes.

Despite the desperate conditions of many mineworkers, both financial analysts and companies in the industry are estimating that the financial impacts of the current wage demands are not implementable while maintaining profitability. Anglo American CEO, Mark Cutifani stated in Q2 2014 that operations not delivering at least a 20% return may be sold and publically announced consideration of selling the old Rustenberg mines. However, without implementing structural changes companies may have a difficult time selling their operations near intrinsic values. Moreover, even in a situation where the Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union (AMCU), the union leading the strikes, collapses under the plight of its members and operations get back to work, the fundamental issues that led to the labor unrest will remain without a major overhaul.

The importance of the jobs and mines may put the African National Congress (ANC) led government in a position to consider wrestling control of the mines; the government has already begun to step in to mediate between industry and labor. As it is the early days of state intervention, it remains unclear who will benefit. Nationalization risks seem far off since taxes from mines contribute a substantial amount of the government budget, but the current stalemate has added political fodder to calls by the youth league of the ANC to nationalize the mines.

On the upside, some South African mining companies have begun to transition to more modern processes, albeit on a difficult path. For instance, Gold Fields hired a team of 15 Australian experts at the beginning of the year to train employees and adopt mechanized processes at its ultra-deep South African South Deep mine. However, following several fatal accidents and a Section 54 “stop-work” order, inspections identified critical infrastructure in need of repair, forcing the company to suspend operations at its “most important value driver” for up to four months. The transition in the platinum industry also comes with risks. The newest platinum mines being developed by Anglo American subsidiary Anglo Platinum and Impala Platinum in the northern and eastern limbs of the Bushveld complex afford greater mechanization of extraction and employ better educated and higher skilled people. However, these greenfield projects also face risks of stakeholder opposition due to their larger land footprint in areas with vulnerable ecosystems and traditional cultures that may trigger delays or cancelations of projects.

The future of mining will continue to face an uphill battle even if the wage dispute and strike ends given increasing competition for use of natural resources, particularly water and land, and skilled labor pools. Ultimately, the companies investing in technologies, communities, and their workforces to improve safety, increase efficiency, reduce land disturbances, increase employee skills, educate local workforces, and gain local support may be in the best position in the future.
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